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Abstract
Regression analysis is ubiquitous in educational research. However, the standard regression models can
provide misleading results in data analysis, because they make assumptions that are often violated by real
educational data sets. In order to provide an accurate regression analysis of a data set, it is necessary to
specify a regression model that can describe all possible patterns of data. The Bayesian nonparametric
(BNP) approach provides one possible way to construct such a flexible model, defined by an in…
finitemixture of regression models, that makes minimal assumptions about data.
This one-day course will introduce participants to BNP regression models, in a lecture format. The
course will also show how to apply the contemporary BNP models, in the analysis of real educational
data sets, through guided hands-on exercises. The objective of this course is to show researchers how to
use these BNP models for the accurate regression analysis of real educational data, involving either
continuous, binary, ordinal, or censored dependent variables; for multi-level analysis, quantile regression
analysis, density (distribution) regression analysis, causal analysis, meta-analysis, item response analysis,
automatic predictor selection, cluster analysis, and survival analysis.
This practically-oriented course targets graduate students, emerging researchers, and continuing
researchers, who have at least an intermediate level of statistical skills, and at least one graduate-level
course in regression analysis. The hands-on demonstrations of the BNP models will be done through the
use of a free, user-friendly and menu-driven software, which operates like SPSS. Course participants
should bring a laptop, with wireless internet access.
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Workshop Outline
I.

Introduction.

A. Regression is ubiquitous in applied social science research.
B. Review linear regression by least-squares (LS).
C. Review the Bayesian approach to linear regression:
Prior  Data  Posterior (Denison et al. 2002).
1. Bayes estimate of (, 2): Combination of LS estimate
of (, 2), and information from the prior (, 2).
2. MCMC methods to estimate posterior, (, 2 | Data).
3. Extensions of Bayesian linear model for weighted
regression, binary regression (probit and logit),
ordinal regression, and HLM/multilevel model.
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Workshop Outline (continued)
I.

Introduction (Continued).
D. Why Bayesian nonparametric (BNP) regression?
Compared to linear models, BNP regression models:
1. Provide more modeling flexibility for real data
sets that are typically more complex than what can be
adequately described by an ordinary linear model.
2. Provides a richer approach to data analysis, compared to
linear models that focus only on the mean of Y | x.
A BNP regression model provide inference as to how
any aspect of the distribution of Y | x depends on x,
and/or provides the flexible modeling of random effects.
3. BNP regression model has an infinite number of
parameters. The estimation of the parameters of these
models, from data, can be adequately handled by the
Bayesian approach to statistical inference.
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Workshop Outline (continued)
II. BNP regression models

A. General Overview of Bayesian Inference and
Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).
1.
2.
3.
4.

Prior-to-posterior updating.
Posterior predictive inference.
Posterior predictive model fit evaluation.
MCMC methods, and convergence assessment.
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Workshop Outline (continued)
II. BNP regression models
B. BNP Regression, based on infinite mixtures
1. General BNP (density) regression model
a) General Dependent Dirichlet process (DDP)
b) Dirichlet process (DP)
c) General stick-breaking process
d) Other normalized random measures
2. ANOVA/Linear DDP model (De Iorio et al. 2004)
3. Infinite probits model (Karabatsos & Walker, 2012b)
4. Infinite probits model, with automatic covariate selection
5. High-dimensional Bayesian (ridge) regression
via fast marginal maximum likelihood estimation.
** Throughout, slides with green titles will be skipped.
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They provide extra details for your own reading.

Workshop Outline (continued)
III. BNP regression analysis (Bayesian Regression software).
A. 2-level data modeling: PIRLS data (students in schools)
DV: reading achievement.
Covariates: of the student, teacher, classroom, & school.
1. Binary regression, and ordinal regression.
2. Multilevel BNP regression analysis via the DDP.
3. Causal analysis, regression discontinuity design
(effect of class size on student achievement).
B. Multi-level data modeling (3-level): Classroom data.
C. Longitudinal/time series modeling: GPA data.
D. Meta-analysis: School Calendar data.
E. Censored survival data analysis: Larynx data.
F. Item response analysis. BNP-IRT analysis of NAEP data.
IV. Conclusions.
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Regression and the Social Sciences
•

•

Social science research questions usually have the form:
How does Y depend on x = (x1,…, xp)?
Examples of such questions:
– Association of Y and X1, given X2 = x2, …, Xp = xp ?
– Association of Y and (X1, X2) given X3 = x3, …, Xp = xp ?
– Which of (X1,…, Xp) are important predictors of Y ?
– How item responses Yij relate to examinee ability and to
item difficulty?
As in Item Response Theory (IRT).
(x: Indicators (0,1) of examinees; Indicators (0,1) of items.)
– What is the causal effect of X1 on Y?
– What is the causal effect of X1 on Y, given X2 = x0?
– What are the associations and/or causal relations, when
some observations are censored (e.g. survival analysis). 8

Regression and the Social Sciences
•

•

Social science research questions usually have the form:
How does Y depend on x = (x1,…, xp)?
Often of interest to investigate this dependence based on
one or more features of the distribution of Y:
– Mean of Y
(common approach; as in linear regression)
– Variance of Y (for variance regression)
– Median of Y
(for median regression)
– Quantiles of Y (for quantile regression; incl. median reg.)
– Survival function of Y (for survival analysis)
– Hazard function of Y
(for survival analysis)
– p.d.f. of Y
(for density regression)
– c.d.f. of Y
(for density regression)
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Linear Regression (least-squares)
•

Linear model: yi = xi⊺β + εi , εi ∼ N(0, σ²), i = 1,…, n;
(Model same as: f(yi | xi; ) = n(yi | xi⊺β, σ²), i = 1,…, n.)
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Data:
X = ((1, xi⊺))n(p+1) and y = (y1, …, yn) ⊺.
Individual data observations indexed by i = 1,…, n.
x = (1, x1, …, xp) ⊺ : constant (1) and p predictors/covariates.
Regression coefficients: β = (0, 1,…,p) ⊺
(0 intercept; 1,…,p are slope/effects of p covariates, resp.).
σ² is variance of the regression errors (of the εi).
N(μ, σ²) normal distribution. Mean and variance (μ, σ²), resp.
Normal p.d.f. (bell-shaped): ny | ,  2    2  1 expy   2 /2 2 
f(y | x; ) likelihood of y given x, parameters  = (β, σ²).


2
n
 2

1 
1
OLS estimates:   X X X y,   n  p  1 i1 yi  x i 
where: X = ((1, xi⊺))n(p+1) and y = (y1, …, yn) ⊺.
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Bayesian Linear Regression Model
f(yi | xi; ) = n(yi | xi⊺β, σ ²), i = 1,…, n
Prior dist. on β:
β | σ² ~ Np+1(m, σ²V)
Prior dist. on σ²:
σ² ~ IG(a, b)
(a = shape, b = rate)
•

Prior distribution (as p.d.f.):
() = (, 2) = np+1( | m, σ²V)ig(σ² | a, b)
= nig( | m, σ²V).

•

nq( | m, ) is p.d.f. of q-variate normal Nq(m,) distribution:
np( | m, ) = (2)k/2 ||k/2exp{1/2(  m) ⊺1(  m)}
m and  is the prior mean and (co)variance of  (resp.).

•

ig( | a, b) is p.d.f. inverse-gamma distribution IG(a, b):
ig(z | a, b) = {ba/(a)}z(a1)exp(b/z). (a is shape; b is rate).
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Bayesian Linear Regression Model

• The data, Dn = (X, y), update the prior (, 2) to a …
Posterior distribution (as p.d.f.):
n
fy i | x i ; 
 i1
 | D n  

n
  i1 fy i | x i ; d
,  2 | D n  

#

n
ny i | X,  2 nig,  2 | m, V, a, b
 i1

n
ny | X,  2 nig ,  2 | m, V, a, bdd 2
  i1

 np  | ,  2 Vig 2 | a, b  nig,  2 | , V, a, b

• Data update prior parameters (m, V, a, b) to
  E |Dn   VV1m  X y, Posterior average (mean) of  #
V  V1  X X 1,

Posterior (co)variance of 


1

a  a  n/2, b  b  m V1m  y  y   V /2.

#
#

• Posterior distribution (p.d.f.), (,  2 | Dn),
conveys the probable values of the model parameters (,  2),
12
given the data (Dn) and the prior (beliefs) (,  2).

#
#

OLS & Bayesian Connections
•

Recall that the prior density of the linear model is:
(, 2) = np+1( | m, σ²V)ig(σ² | a, b).

•

If the prior density is “non-informative” or “neutral,”
i.e., with m = 0, V⁻1 0, a = b = 0,
so that the density (,  2) is flat over the range of (, 2),

•

•

then the mode of the posterior density π(β, σ² | Dn)
coincides with the OLS/MLE estimator, with:

  E |Dn     VX y, with V  X X 1.



Then sampling distribution of  (frequentist statistics)
coincides with the posterior distribution of β, given 
2
 2

 |   N,  2V.
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Extensions of Bayesian Linear Model
• Weighted linear regression: Uses f(y | x; ) = n(y | Xβ, σ2Cn).
• Binary or Ordinal regression (latent linear):
o If binary Y  {0, 1}, define latent variables:
yi* | ~ N(xi⊺β, σ²)1(yi* > 0)yi1(yi* < 0)1yi, for i = 1,…, n.
o If ordinal Y  {c = 0, 1,…, C}, define latent variables:
yi* | ~ N(y∗| xi⊺β, σ²)∏c1(c1 < yi∗ < c)1(yi = c), i = 1,…, n
with the cs (ordinal thresholds) assigned prior distribution:
(w)  1( ≡ 1 < 0 ≡ 0 < 1 < 2 <  < C ≡ ).
o Probit model: yi* = xi⊺β + εi , εi ∼ N(0, σ²), (σ²  1), i=1,…,n;
Logit model: Instead, σ² ~ Kolmogorov-Smirnov distribution.
• Censored Yi  Ai = [YLBi, YUBi] (e.g., log survival time):
If Interval censored (cen): ∞ < YLBi < YUBi < ∞.
If Right cen: ∞ <YLBi < YUBi = ∞. If Left cen: ∞ = YLBi <YUBi < ∞.
• In each case above, Bayesian inference with linear model proceeds
as before, after replacing Y with Y*.
14

Extensions of Bayesian Linear Model
• Bayesian HLM / Multilevel model (2 level):
Likelihood:
f(y | x; ) = n(y | x⊺β + z⊺uh, σ²)
Prior densities: (, 2) = np+1( | m, σ²V)ig(σ² | a, b)
(uh) = nq(uh | 0, T), Level 2 groups h =1,…,H.
T ~ (T)
(for example, if q = 1, (T) = un(00 | 0, b) is a uniform density;
and if q > 1, (T) is a inverted-Wishart density).
• Inference with Bayesian linear model same as before,
after replacing y with y  Xu, with u = (uh(1),…,uh(n))
(or replacing y with y*  Xu if latent variables are involved).
• Posterior: (, 2,u,T | Dn)  ∏i=1:nn(yi | x⊺β+z⊺uh, σ²)(, 2, u, T)
• Conditional posterior distributions (as p.d.f.s):
 | Dn ,   n | ,  2 V,

 2 | Dn ,   ig 2 | a, b,

(uh | Dn, )  ∏i=1:n n(yi | xi⊺β + zi⊺uh, σ²)n(uh | 0, T), h = 1,…, H
(T | Dn, )  ∏h=1:H n(uh | 0, T)(T)
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Why Nonparametric?
Why Bayesian nonparametric (BNP) regression?
• Modeling flexibility needed for real data sets (typically
complex)
 Simple linear/HLM model  stronger (less credible)
data assumptions  inaccurate statistical inferences.
 More flexible BNP regression model
 weaker (more credible) data assumptions
 more accurate statistical inferences.
• Provides a richer approach to data analysis
 Linear model/HLM: How mean Y changes with x?
 BNP regression: How Y changes with x?
For mean, variance, p.d.f. (density regression),
quantiles (quantile regression), survival functions of Y?
 BNP-HLM: Supports all random effect distributions.
16
Also provides a model-based cluster analysis.
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Solid red line: Normal linear model fit. OLS estimate of E[Y | x]
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Dashed lines: +/ 2 time error s.d.  estimate
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5

Why Bayes Nonparametric?
•

•

•

•

A BNP regression model,
provides a very flexible and rich approach to data analysis,
by employing an infinite number of parameters
(or at least, a very large number of parameters).
The estimation of the parameters of these models,
from data, can be handled by the
Bayesian approach to statistical inference.
This approach provides a coherent statistical framework.
Before we describe BNP regression models,
we need to give a brief overview of the
general approach to
Bayesian statistical inference and MCMC.
MCMC is not strictly necessary for
Bayesian regression modeling (as I will show later).
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Overview of Bayesian Modeling
•

In general, consider a model (m) with likelihood density
function f( | x; m), parameter m  m  ℝK), and a
prior probability density m( m) assigned over the space m .

•

Data, Dn = {(yi, xi)}i =1:n , update the prior m( m) to a …


Posterior density:  m | Dn  


n
fy i |x i ;  m m m
i1
n
fy i |x i ;  mdm m
i1

with (m | Dn) = Pr[ < ] the c.d.f. of (m | Dn).

•

Posterior density m(m | Dn) conveys the
probable values of the model parameter, m,
given data Dn = {(yi, xi)}i =1:n, and prior, m(m).
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Overview of Bayesian Modeling
•

Model predictions from the prior predictive density:

f(y | x, m) = ∫ f(y | x; ζm)dΠm(ζm)
• f(y | x, m) is likelihood of y given model m and prior Πm(ζm).
• Bayes factor (B12): Evidence in favor of model M1 vs. model M2:
(Jeffreys, 1961; Kass & Raftery, 1995):

Table
of
Evidence:

B12
1 to 3
3 to 20
20 to 150
> 150

2 log B12
0 to 2
2 to 6
6 to 10
> 10

Evidence in favor of M1 vs. M2
Not worth more than a bare mention
Positive
Strong
21
Very strong

Overview of Bayesian Modeling
•

Model predictions from the posterior predictive density:

c.d.f.

fn(y | x, m) = ∫ f(y | x; ζm)dΠ(ζm | Dn)
Fn(y | x, m) = ∫Y<y f(y | x; ζm)dΠ(ζm | Dn).

Model Predictive…
Mean
En[Y | x, m] = ∫y dFn(y | x, m)
Variance Varn[Y | x] = ∫(y  En[Y | x])2dFn(y | x, m)
c.d.f.
Fn(y | x, m) = Prn(Y < y | x, m)
Median
Fn1(.5 | x, m)
Quantile Fn1(u | x, m), for a choice u  [0, 1].
Survival function 1  Fn(y | x, m)
Hazard function
fn(y | x, m) / [1  Fn(y | x, m)]
etc.
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Overview of Bayesian Modeling
•
•
•

•

Partial dependence (PD) method (Friedman, 2001):
Let xS  x denote 1 or 2 covariates of interest to study
predictions, with x = xS  xC and x = xS  xC = .
PD posterior predictive:
n
Mean:
E n y |x S   n1  i1 E n y |x S , x Ci 
n
Variance: Var n y |x S   n1  i1
Var n y |x S , x Ci 
n
Density: f n y |x S   n1  i1
f n y |x S , x Ci 
n
1
c.d.f.:
F n y |x S   n  i1 F n y |x S , x Ci 
n
1
1. 5 |x , x 
Median: F 1
.
5
|x


F

S
S Ci
n
n
i1 n
n
1
1u |x , x , u  0, 1.
Quantile: F 1
u
|x


F

S
S Ci
n
n
i1 n
n
Survival: 1  F n y |x S   n1  i1
1  F n y |x S , x Ci 
etc.
Then can study such PD predictions over a range of xS ,
via scatterplots, Trellis plots, etc.
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Overview of Bayesian Modeling

• Measures of the predictive fit of a model (m), for data Dn
Response yi fit: Standardized residual (zi).
zi = {yi  En(Y | xi, m)} / √Varn(Y | xi, m)
yi is an outlier when | zi | > 2.

• R-squared: R 2  1 

n
y i  E n Y|x i  2
i1
n
y i  y 2
i1

Model fit: D(m) criterion

Dm 

i1y i  En Y | xi
n

, m 2



n
i1

Var n Y | x i , m

Predictive mean-square. First term measures data fit.
Second term is penalty, which increases with model complexity
(Laud & Ibrahim, 1995; Gelfand & Ghosh, 1998).
• Among a set of M models compared, {m = 1,…, M},
the model with the best predictive fit for the data
24
is identified as the one with the smallest value of D(m).

Bayesian Modeling and MCMC
•

Posterior
density
of model:

•

In typical applications of Bayesian modeling, (m | Dn) cannot
be solved directly, esp. when dimensionality of  m is high and/
or when the prior (m) is not conjugate to likelihood f( | x; m).
To infer the posterior (m | Dn), and all posterior functionals
of interest, we can use Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).
MCMC constructs a discrete-time Harris ergodic Markov chain
{ζm(s)}s=1:S having stationary distribution Π(ζm | Dn).

•
•

•
•


 m | Dn  


n
fy i |x i ;  m m m
i1
n
fy i |x i ;  mdm m
i1

Ergodicity ensured by a proper (m) (Robert & Casella, 2004).
As S  , chain {ζ(s)}s=1:S converges to
samples from the posterior Π(ζ | Dn).
25

Bayesian Modeling and MCMC
•

Posterior
density
of model:

•

A MCMC chain {ζm(s)}s=1:S can be constructed by sampling
blocks ζb , for b = 1,…,B, of ζ, repeatedly for S times.
(bζb = ζ and ζb  ζc =  for all b  c).
Each stage s, sample s
for b = 1,…,B,
mb   mb | Dn ,  m/b ,
s
s1
s1
with m/b  s
.
,

,

,

,

,

m,b1
m,b1
m1
mB 

•
•
•


 m | Dn  


n
fy i |x i ;  m m m
i1
n
fy i |x i ;  mdm m
i1

Gibbs sampler:
For sampling known π(ζb | Dn, ζm/b).
Rejection sampler: For sampling π(ζb | Dn, ζm/b), when we
only know: π(ζmb | Dn, ζm/b)  ∏i=1:n f(yi | xi ; ζm/b)π(ζmb | ζm/b ).
Metropolis-Hastings, adaptive rejection, or slice sampling.
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Bayesian Modeling and MCMC
•

Given a sampled MCMC chain, {ζ(s)}s=1:S, check whether S is
“large enough” for the chain to provide samples from the
posterior distribution (density), ( | Dn), by performing a:
MCMC Convergence Analysis (2 steps; Geyer 2011):
1. Trace plots: For each univariate parameter ζ   of interest,
do a trace plot of MCMC samples {ζ(s)}s=1:S to verify good
mixing; i.e., that the samples appear to adequately explore
the posterior ( | Dn). Plot should look stable and “hairy.”

2. 95% Monte Carlo Confidence intervals (MCCIs):
For each parameter, and its posterior estimate, of interest,
use overlapping batch means and/or sub-sampling methods
to calculate and verify that the 95% MCCI is small enough
for practical purposes (Flegal & Jones, 2011).
•

If trace plots and MCCIs both not satisfactory, then run
additional MCMC samples until they are both satisfactory.
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BNP Regression Modeling
• A flexible and rich approach to BNP regression is
provided by Bayesian Density regression models.
• Bayesian density regression is a relatively new research
area that has already seen many important developments.
• Nearly all proposed Bayesian density regression models
have the general form:

fy |x;  



 fy |x, , dGx   fy |x, ,  jx jx
j1

28

General BNP Model

fy |x;    fy |x, , dGx   fy |x, ,  jx  jx
j1

{f ( | x, , ) : (, )  } chosen family of parametric densities
(kernel densities)

Gx  
ωj(x)
(x)()


 x j x 
j1 j

mixing distribution

mixing weights that sum to 1 at every x  X
probability measure degenerate at (x)

{ωj(x)} j=1,2,… and {j(x)}j=1,2,… are infinite collections of
processes indexed by X



Other model parameters, not part of the mixture
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General BNP Model

fy |x;    fy |x, , dGx   fy |x, ,  jx  jx
j1

• The Bayesian density regression model is completed by the
specification of a prior distribution on parameters:

 = (, (ωj(x), j(x))j=1,2,…), x  X
• Current research aims to construct such prior distributions that
guarantee large supports for f (y | x ; ).
• The general model encompasses linear models, normal
LMMs/HLMs, GLMs, GLMMs, finite mixture latent class
models, hierarchical mixtures-of-experts regression models,
30
and mixtures of Gaussian process regressions.

Examples, General BNP Model

fy |x;    fy |x, , dGx   fy |x, ,  jx  jx
j1

• Most Bayesian density regression models are based on the
Dependent Dirichlet Process (DDP)
(MacEachern, 1999, 2000, 2001).
• DDP prior is denoted by: Gx ~ DDP( , G0x).
• A random distribution Gx from a DDP is constructed by:


Gx  j1 jx j x 
with stick-breaking weights:

jx  v jx  l11  v jx, j  1, 2, ,
j1

and atoms j(x) ~ind G0x

vj ~ Qj , vj : X  [0,1],

(Sethuraman, 1994)
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Examples, General BNP Model

fy |x;    fy |x, , dG   fy |x, ,   j
j1

• The ordinary Dirichlet process (DP; Ferguson, 1973),
is not covariate-dependent, and is denoted by:
G ~ DP(, G0),
where the random distribution function:


G  j1 j  j 
is constructed by covariate independent, stick breaking weights:
j1
j  v j  l11  v j , vj ~iid Beta(1, ),
and atoms
j ~iid G0, j = 1,2,…
• Under DP(, G0), E[G()] = G0,
Var[G()] = {G()[1G()]} / ( + 1).
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Examples, General BNP Model

fy |x;    fy |x, , dG   fy |x, ,   j
j1

• The more general nonparametric, stick-breaking process,
G ~ Stick-Breaking((aj, bj)j=1,2,…, G0),
(Ishwaran & James, 2001)
for the stick-breaking mixture weights,

j  v j  l11  v j
j1

with:

vj ~ind Beta(aj, bj), for j = 1,2,…

• Special cases of the stick-breaking process include:
G ~ DP(, G0), when aj = 1 and bj =  > 0.
G ~ PitmanYor(a, b, G0) when
aj = 1  a and bj = b + ja, 0 ≤ a < 1 and b > a.
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ANOVA/Linear DDP Mixture Model

fy |x;    fy |x, , dGx   fy |x, ,  jx  j
j1

h
y ih  nih1
| Xh  fy h | Xh , h  1,  , N h

A
multi-level
model



fy h | Xh  


j1

nh

 ny ih | x ih  j ,  2   j
ih1

j1
 j   j  l1
1   l 

 j  Beta1  a, b  aj

 j | , T  N, T
 2  IGa 0 /2, a 0 /2

, T  N | 0, r 0 I p1 IWT | p  3, s 0 I p1 
De Iorio, Müller, Rosner, & MacEachern (2004)
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ANOVA/Linear DDP Mixture Model

fy |x;    fy |x, , dGx   fy |x, ,  jx  j
j1

h
y ih  nih1
| Xh  fy h | Xh , h  1,  , N h

A
multi-level
model



fy h | Xh  


j1

nh

 ny ih | x ih  j ,  2   j
ih1

j1
 j   j  l1
1   l 


, ,  2 , , T   be j | 1  a, b  ajn j | , T
j1

 ig 2 | a 0 /2, a 0 /2
 n | 0, r 0 I p1 iwT | p  3, s 0 I p1 

De Iorio, Müller, Rosner, & MacEachern (2004)
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ANOVA/Linear DDP Mixture Model

fy |x;    fy |x, , dGx   fy |x, ,  jx  j
j1

• While the ANOVA/linear DDP model, as represented in the
previous slide, is a mixture model with mixing distribution:
G ~ Stick-Breaking((aj, bj)j=1,2,…, G0).
the model is identical to a model with mixing distribution
Gx ~ ANOVA-DDP((aj, bj)j=1,2,…, G0)


with Gx  j1  j  j x  , j(x) = x⊺j ,

j | ,  ~iid G0 = N(,  ),

and normal kernel n(y | , 2).

• De Iorio, Müller, Rosner, & MacEachern (2004, p. 208).
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Infinite Probits (IP) Model (v1)


fy |x;    fy |x, , dGx   fy |x, ,  j  jx
j1

y i |x i  fy |x i , i  1,  , n

(() is
N(0,1) c.d.f.)



fy |x   ny | j,  2j  jx
j

 jx  

j  x 
expx     1/2



j  1  x
expx     1/2

 j | ,  2  N ,  2
 2j |  IG1, 
 ,    N  |0,  20  U  |0, b 
  Gaa 0/2, a 0/2
  ,     N0, vI

Karabatsos & Walker (2012b)
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Infinite Probits (IP) Model

Density f(y|x)

Mixture weight  j(x)

(x) = 1/20

(x) = 1/2

(x) = 1

(x) = 2

1

1

1

1

0.5

0.5

0.5

0.5

0

-10

0
10
Index j

0

-10

0
10
Index j

0

-10

0
10
Index j

0

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.2

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

0

-10

0
y

10

0

-10

0
y

10

0

-10

0
y

10

0

-10

-10

0
10
Index j

0
y

• (x) controls the level of multimodality of f(y | x).
as x more informative  f(y | x) becomes more unimodal
38
as x less informative  f(y | x) becomes more multimodal.

10

Infinite Probits (IP) Model (v2)

fy |x;    fy |x, , dGx   fy |x, ,  j  jx
j1

( () is
Normal(0,1)
c.d.f. )

y i |x i  fy |x i , i  1,  , n


fy |x   ny | j,  2j  jx
j

 jx  

j  x
expx     1/2



j  1  x
expx     1/2

 j | ,  2  N ,  2
 2j |  IG1, 
 ,    N  |0,  20  U  |0, b 
  Gaa 0/2, a 0/2

Covariate
  ,    |   N0, diagv 1  v 01  
Selection
 k ,  k   Ber1/2Ber1/2, k  0, 1,  , p
Priors

Karabatsos
& Walker
(2012b)
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Infinite Probits (IP) Model (v3)

fy |x;    fy |x, , dGx   fy |x, ,  jx  j
j1

A simpler
and more
interpretable
version of
the IP model.

y i | x i  fy | x i , i  1,  , n


fy | x   ny |  j  x  ,  2  j x

(() is
N(0,1) c.d.f.)

j

 j x  

j  x 




j  1  x


 j |  2  N0,  2 

This
is an
outlierrobust
linear
regression
model.

   U0, b  
 0 |  2  N0,  2 v 0  
 k |   N0,  v, k  1,  , p
2

2

 2  IGa 0 /2, a 0 /2

  |  2  N0,  2 v  I
 2

 IGa  /2, a  /2

Karabatsos
& Walker
(2012b)
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MCMC Sampling of BNP models
•

The details about the Gibbs, Metropolis, and slice MCMC
methods that are used for sampling the
full conditional posterior distributions
of the model parameters are described by
Karabatsos & Walker (2012, CSDA) for
general stick-breaking (incl. DP) mixtures of regression models;
and described by Karabatsos & Walker (2012, EJS)
for the infinite probits (IP) BNP regression models.

•

The full conditional posterior distributions for these models
are also provided by the Bayesian Regression software users
manual (Karabatsos, 2015b).
The manual also mentions some details about the MCMC
sampling methods for the full conditional posterior
distributions of normal linear and normal multi-level models.
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Applying BNP regression analysis
Using the Bayesian Regression software.
A. 2-level data modeling: PIRLS data (students in schools)
DV: reading achievement.
Covariates: of the student, teacher, classroom, & school.
1. Binary regression, and ordinal regression.
2. Multilevel BNP regression analysis via the DDP.
3. Causal analysis, regression discontinuity design
(effect of class size on student achievement).
B. Multi-level data modeling (3-level): Classroom data.
C. Longitudinal/time series modeling: GPA data.
D. Meta-analysis: School Calendar data.
E. Censored survival data analysis: Larynx data.
F. Item response analysis. BNP-IRT analysis of NAEP data.
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Bayesian Regression Software
• Software Website:
www.uic.edu/~georgek/HomePage/BayesSoftware.html
• A stand-alone software package, which can be run
on a 64-bit or 32-bit Windows (PC) computer.
• Software Installation (2 steps):
1. Download the Bayesian software installation file.
For 64-bit Computers (5 MB). For 32-bit Computers (5 MB).
2. Click the downloaded file, BayesInstaller_webXXbit.exe,
to install the software. This will include a web-based
installation of MATLAB Compiler Runtime, if necessary.
While installing, "Add a shortcut to the desktop."
(To install, be connected to the internet, and temporarily disable
any firewall or proxy settings on your computer).
43

44

You may use the Import data menu option.
This will import you data set for analysis.
The data set must be a
comma delimited (.csv) file
(variable names in first line;
all data numeric; missing data point: NaN)
After data is imported, the software will
automatically rename the data file to
have the *.DAT extension.
If you already have a data file,
that has the *.DAT extension,
then you may just select the
Open Data (*.DAT) file
menu option (the first menu option).

45

Imported
(or opened)
data file
appears below.

46

You may initially inspect the data,

by running
basic descriptive statistics
(summaries, frequencies,
and/or correlations of variables)
and/or by constructing plots
of the data
(e.g., histograms, Q-Q plots,
scatter plots, box plots, etc.)

47

Univariate descriptive statistics for variables:
zREAD, MALE, AGE, CLSIZE.

Sample size, mean, median, s.d.,
min, max, percentiles, etc.

48

Univariate descriptive statistics
for variables:
zREAD, MALE, AGE, CLSIZE.

Bivariate correlations
(Pearson r statistics).

49

50

Also, with any of these menu options,
you may reformat the data, e.g., to:
-- Perform simple variable transformations
such as constructing z-scores;
-- Create new variables, including
effect-size variables, dummy coded,
interaction variables, spline terms,
unidimensional and multidimensional
scales.
-- Construct lagged dependent variables
in order to set up a time-series
auto-regression analysis;
-- Combine multiple (dependent) variables
into a single variable (vector), to
conveniently cast a multivariate
regression into a univariate regression;
-- Impute missing values of variables,
51
or handle plausible values.

Using the
Simple variable transformations
menu option,
we will construct z-scores of
8 variables, which will be used
as covariates
for a BNP regression analysis,
that we will perform shortly.

52

After easily clicking through the
Simple variable transformations > Z-score …
menu options,
new variables, the z-scores of 8 variables,
are created instantly.

53

Select a BNP regression model for data analysis.
(currently, one of 59 possible choices of models,
from the software).
We select an infinite probits regression model.
This is the “Infinite Probits (IP) Model (v3)’’
that was mentioned earlier.

54

Select the Dependent Variable
for the model:

zRead
Student literacy score.
(a z-standardized version of READSC).

55

Select Covariates for the model:

We select the z-standardized covariates:
Z:MALE, Z:AGE, Z:CLSIZE, Z:ELL, Z:ELL,
56
Z:TEXP4, Z:EDLEVEL, Z:ENROL, Z:SCHSAFE.

Enter the Parameters of the
Prior Distribution for the model:
We select the default choices
of prior parameters.

57

After the menu selections,
the Infinite Probits regression model appears (middle screen);
along with a list of the choices of prior parameters (upper left),
and a list of the choices of the
dependent variables and covariates (upper right of screen). 58

When necessary (optional):
(1) If you have censored data
for your dependent variable,
then you may select variables
that indicate the nature of the
censoring;
(e.g., for a survival analysis)
(2) If your data observations
are weighted, then you may
select the variable for the
observation weights
(e.g., for a meta-analysis).
See the software user’s manual
for more details.

59

Click the
Run Posterior Analysis
button.

This will generate
50K MCMC samples
from the model’s
posterior distribution.
Before clicking this button,
we entered 50000 in the
MCsamples box.

60

After clicking the Run Posterior Analysis button,
the analysis gets in progress:
A wait bar appears, indicating the current number of
MCMC sampling iterations run (out of 50K),
the time elapsed, the time left to 50K MCMC iterations,
and the current value of the model fit ( D(m) statistic ). 61

After end of the
MCMC analysis run,
a text output file is generated
and opened automatically.

Text display of
BNP regression model.
62

Chosen prior parameters
of the BNP regression model.

63

Chosen dependent variable
and covariates
for the BNP regression model.

64

Reports of fit of the BNP regression model.

D(m) = 33.3
R-squared = .96
No outliers;
all standardized
residuals < | 1 |

65

Posterior estimates of the parameters of the BNP regression model.
A predictor
(covariate)
is called
“significant”
when its
75% posterior
credible
interval
excludes zero.
(this 75%
interval is
given by the
25% and 75%
columns).
66

We need to evaluate the accuracy of the
posterior estimates (reported in text
output), through a MCMC convergence
analysis of the 50K MCMC samples
that we generated.

We can do so by clicking the
Posterior Summaries button.
Recall that,
in order to analyze MCMC convergence,
we need to generate,
(1) trace plots to evaluate MCMC mixing,
for all model parameters of interest;
and
(2) 95% Monte Carlo confidence intervals,
for all posterior (parameter) estimates of
67
interest.

After clicking Posterior Summaries button,
select the menu option
Trace Plots of MC samples.
68

Select the parameters that you
want to view in the trace plots.
69

70

Now we evaluate the 95% Monte Carlo
confidence intervals (MCCIs).
After clicking Posterior Summaries button,
select menu option:
Table: Posterior Summaries, Quantiles,
with 95% MCCIs.

71

The 95% MCCI half-widths of the model parameter estimates
seem small (between .01 and .10). Given these MCCIs, and the
trace plots, we may conclude that the 50K MCMC samples
converged to samples from the posterior distribution of the model.

If either the trace plots or the 95%MCCIs do not present
satisfactory convergence, then we may generate additional MCMC
samples, over and beyond the 50K MCMC samples we have already
generated, in order to attain better MCMC convergence.
Additional MCMC samples can be generated by clicking again72
the Run Posterior Analysis button of the software.

Under the model,
we can investigate
the posterior predictions
of Y (zREAD),
as a function of
one or more
covariates of interest.
We can do so by
clicking the
Posterior Predictive
button.

73

We will choose to investigate how the mean,
10%ile, 25%ile, 50%ile (median), 75%ile, and 90%ile,
of the dependent variable Y (zREAD),
varies as a function of one covariate,
74
school enrollment (Z:ENROL).

Now make selections to investigate how the mean,
10%ile, 25%ile, 50%ile (median), 75%ile, and 90%ile,
of the dependent variable Y (zREAD),
varies as a function of one covariate,
school enrollment (Z:ENROL).
75
(the percentile options are further below in the above list).

Now select the covariate,
school enrollment (Z:ENROL).
76

We now choose to investigate how
posterior predictions of Y (zREAD)
varies as a function of covariate Z:ENROL,
for values of this covariate ranging from 1.7 to 1.7,
with the values in this range separated by .1.
Therefore, in the text box above, we enter  1.7 : .1 : 1.777

When investigating how posterior predictions of Y
(zREAD) varies as a function of covariate Z:ENROL,
we select to condition on zero (average) values
of all the other 7 predictors (covariates).
78

Plot of posterior predictive Y (zREAD), as a function of zENROL,
in terms of the mean, 10%ile, 25%, 50%, 75%, and 90%iles of`Y.

79

Output table of specific numerical estimates of the posterior
predictives of Y (zREAD), as a function of zENROL.
Comma-delimited output files of these results are also generated,
in case that the data analyst wants to analyze the output further.

80

Now we will make selections to investigate how the
probability density function (p.d.f.) of the dependent variable Y
(zREAD), varies as a function of school enrollment (Z:ENROL),
for the grid -1.7:.1:1.7 of values of Z:ENROL,
while conditioning on zero (average) values
81
of all the other 7 predictors (covariates).

82

Multiple modes reflect multiple clusters of students.

A 3-dimensional view of the predicted
probability density functions of zREAD, as a function of Z:ENROL.

83

Here, plot of
posterior predictive
p.d.f. of Y (zREAD),
by gender group.
(after conditioning
on zero values for
all other 7
predictors).

zMALE = 1.02
is female,
and zMALE = .98
is male.

84

Comparing
the
mean and
quantiles of
zREAD,
by gender
group.
(after
conditioning
on zero
values for
all the
7 other
predictors).
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Lets try a new model for the data.
Click the Clear button, then click Specify New Model,
and then click to select the new model (see above).
Now, we will try a multilevel,
Dirichlet Process mixture of linear regressions model
(the “ANOVA DDP” model, mentioned earlier).

86

Now we will try a multilevel,
Dirichlet Process mixture of linear regressions model
(the “ANOVA DDP” model, mentioned earlier).
The model will provide another type of flexible cluster analysis.
Now, each distinct cluster (mode) is defined by a common value
87
for the school-level regression coefficients (intercept and 8 slopes.)

Select the Dependent Variable
for the model:
zRead
Student literacy score.
(a z-standardized version of READSC).

88

Select Covariates for the model:
We select the z-standardized covariates:
Z:MALE, Z:AGE, Z:CLSIZE, Z:ELL, Z:ELL,
Z:TEXP4, Z:EDLEVEL, Z:ENROL, Z:SCHSAFE.89

Select Level 2, nesting (grouping) variable:
We have students (Level 1) nested within schools (Level 2).
Schools are identified by school ID (variable SCHID).
Hence, we select SCHID as the grouping variable.
90

Select the
parameters
of the prior
distribution
of the
model.
The prior
choice
a = 0 gives
rise to a
Dirichlet
process
mixture
model.

Other
choices
0<a<1
gives a
more
general
stickbreaking
model.
We will
go with
the default
choices
of all prior
parameters.
91

After menu selections,
the Dirichlet process mixture model appears (middle screen);
along with a list of the choices of prior parameters (upper left),
and a list of the choices of the dependent variables, covariates,
92
and (school) grouping variables (upper right of screen).

MCMC analysis is in progress:
A wait bar appears, indicating the current number of
MCMC sampling iterations run (out of 50K),
the time elapsed, the time left to 50K MCMC iterations,
93
and the current value of the model fit ( D(m) statistic ).

Output file automatically opened,
after all the 50K MCMC samples
have been generated.

94

Fit statistics of Dirichlet Process mixture model.

95

We already verified MCMC convergence
via trace plots and batch means analysis (95% MCCIs).
Posterior estimates of the random coefficients of the
Dirichlet Process mixture model are given below.
The 75% posterior intervals indicate significance of predictors.
The clusters (i.e., posterior modes) of the random coefficients
can be viewed graphically (we will do this next).

96

Click Posterior Summaries,
and then click
Univariate Posterior Density Plots.
97

Select parameters,
in order to plot their
(marginal)
posterior distributions
(densities).

98

99

Now lets construct a box plot
of the (marginal) posterior
distributions of the coefficients,
by school.
100

Lets compare the
(marginal) posterior distributions of the
class size (CLSIZE) slope coefficients,
over the 21 schools.
101

102

Lets return to the text output file.
The table below summarizes the (marginal) posterior distribution
of the intra class correlation coefficient (ICC).
ICC is the proportion of variance in the dependent variable
(zREAD) that is due to between-school heterogeneity.
The table also summarizes the (marginal) posterior distributions
of the reliabilities (“Reliab”) of the estimates of the
random intercepts and 8 random slope parameters, over schools.
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Large Data Sets / Data Mining
• MCMC computation is noticeably slow when the given data set has
a very large sample size and/or a very large number of variables.
• For such data sets, faster computational speed may be desired,
involving parameter estimation that is not based on Monte Carlo.
• Also, we may be interested in performing a regression analysis:
(1) where some predictors are multicollinear, and therefore
lead to an unstable or non-existent coefficient estimates
in ordinary least squares regression;
(2) that involves a large number of predictors, p,
for the purposes of gaining high explanatory power (for e.g., via a
flexible nonlinear model via splines). The number of predictors
may even be in the several thousands (i.e., p > 1000).
• These issues above may be addressed by a Bayesian ridge
regression analysis, involving fast marginal maximum likelihood
estimation of the model parameters. More details are given next.
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Bayesian Ridge Regression

• Let X = (xik)np be the n  p covariate design matrix (p predictors),
with each column vector rescaled to have mean 0 and variance 1.
Let y = (yi) be the column vector centered to have mean 0.
Then, intercept estimate 0 = 0, and no columns of 1s needed for X.
• Given nig(, 2 | 0, 1Ip) prior density, and data Dn = (X, y),
the ridge model has joint posterior density:
,  2 |D

n , 



nn y |X,  2In nig,  2 |0,  1Ip , a, b

 nn

y |X,  2I

n

nig ,  2 |0,  1I

p,

a, bdd 2

#

 np  |   ,  2V ig 2 |a, b    nig,  2 |   , V , a, b  , #

with V  Ip  XX 1,   VXy, a  a  n/2, b   b  y y  V1
   /2.
• We assume a = b = limt0t = 0+ (i.e., non-informative prior for 2).
•  > 0 is a penalty parameter. As  is increased towards ,
the slope coefficient estimates (   ) shrink towards zero (0).
If  = 0, then   is the OLS estimate (does not exist if X⊺X is not
positive-definite, due to multicollinearity, or when
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# predictors exceeds sample size, p > n).

Large Data Sets / Data Mining

• Under the ridge model, the data, Dn = (X, y), conditionally on the
slope coefficient shrinkage parameter , has marginal likelihood:
|V |1/2b a a
Dn | 
.
a
| 1Ip |1/2b  a n/2
• Given , estimates of the posterior mean and variance of (, 2)
are fully determined (see previous slide).
• We can estimate the (ridge) linear model, by selecting the value of
 that maximizes the marginal likelihood equation (above).

• That is, find the estimate  as the “winner” according to the
Bayes factor, over all possible pairwise comparisons ,   [0, ).
• However, in the marginal likelihood equation above, the
determinant operator is computationally expensive when p is large.
This makes marginal maximum likelihood estimation slow.
• CV, GCV, AIC, BIC: traditional but ad-hoc criteria for the
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estimation of . CV and GCV can be slow, like MCMC.

Large Data Sets / Data Mining

• Consider a singular value decomposition (s.v.d.) of the design
matrix of the observed covariates (predictors), X = ((1, xi⊺))n(p+1).
• The s.v.d. is X = UDW⊺, where U and W are orthogonal matrices
of dimensions n × q and p × q, respectively, with q = min(n, p).
• D = diag(d₁,…,dq) is the diagonal matrix of singular values
d₁ > ⋯ > dq > 0, corresponding to eigenvalues (d₁²,…,dq²),
which are the diagonal elements of Z⊺Z, where Z = UD.
• The linear model, nn(y | Xβ, σ²In), and the linear model
nn(y | XWα,σ²In) in canonical form, are equivalent, with β = Wα,
where α = (α₁,…,αq)⊺ the regression coefficients for the
orthogonalized space, with OLS estimate   ZZ 1Zy  D1Uy.
• Then, we can rewrite the marginal likelihood more simply as:
Dn | 

Here,

 q/2b a a



q
2
d

k1 k

 

1/2 a
b  a n/2

a  a  n/2, b   b  1 y  y 
2

.

 1
  V   

q

 b 1
2

yy  
k1

2 4
 k dk
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d 2k  

.

Large Data Sets / Data Mining

• This means that we can estimate (, 2, ) by finding the value
of  which maximizes the log-marginal likelihood (LML):
q

 logd 2k   

q
log  1
2
2

q

 a log b  y  y  

k1

k1

2 4
 k dk
d 2k  

.

without using computationally-expensive matrix determinants.
• LML maximization algorithm is simple (because logDn | is
Compute Time (seconds)
concave), and fast:
n

p

Algorithm

Total




Iris

150

3

0. 002

0. 003

0. 17

61. 73

Teacher

347

349

0. 003

0. 011

0. 0001

396. 88

DiabetesQ

442

65

0. 006

0. 011

67. 70

389. 63

DiabetesS

442

507

0. 056

0. 074

446. 05

375. 83

Meaning

20, 994
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0. 018

0. 023

250. 45

21262. 87

Blog

52, 397 2, 520

0. 071

0. 185

410. 88

44738. 55

Data Set


logD n | 

Lymphoma

77

7, 129

0. 001

12. 818 0. 00005

73. 32

Cancer

253

15, 154

0. 002

120. 810 0. 00005

52. 74
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n is sample size.

p is number of predictors/covariates.

For illustration,
we will now consider analyzing a
much larger,
PIRLS data set (n = 565).

109

We will consider the same
dependent variable, and the
same 8 predictors, as before.
Using the menu option above,
we will construct n = 565
multivariate cubic spline terms
of the eight covariates.

110

This results in 565
new predictor variables,
now shown below.

111

• Now select the
“Fast Ridge
Regression”
menu option,
using the fast
MML
maximization
algorithm.
• Then select the
zREAD
dependent
variable.
112

• Then select
the p = 573
predictors,
including the
newly created
565 spline
terms.
• Hence, here,
the number of
predictors
(p = 573)
exceeds the
sample size
(n = 565).
113

Click this button to run the data analysis
(fast MML estimation, without MCMC).

114

Model
fit statistics,
including
maximized
log-marginal
likelihood.

115

Very fast
computation
times.
Less than ¼
second total.
No MCMC
(and thus no
MCMC
convergence
analysis)
necessary.

116

Standardized coefficient estimates and
significant values are listed below.
They are conveniently viewed from Love plots (next).

117

118

Conclusions
•

•
•

•
•

Linear models, while often used in social science research,
do not adequately describe many data sets, as they usually give
rise to complex relationships between the Y and x variables.
Then, linear models can provide misleading inferences.
Linear models only convey how mean of Y varies with x.
We proposed some BNP regression models that are:
(1) flexible enough to adequately capture any complex
relationships between the Y and x variables;
(2) and which provide a richer approach to data analysis, in
terms of how the mean, variance, quantiles, p.d.f.,
survival function, etc., of Y, changes with x.
We also proposed a fast MML algorithm for ridge regression,
for large data sets (large n and/or p) (see Karabatsos 2014).
We illustrated these models on several real data sets, using my
free software: Bayesian Regression: Nonparametric and
119
Parametric Models (Karabatsos, 2015, 2015).
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